Mod2Panel: A Design Framework for Model-Based Automated Generation of Interactive Panels
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A panel is an event-centric starting point for implementing a model-based interactive system. The design and construction of an interactive panel involve deciding what information to display, how to display it, and ways to implement the design intent to produce an interactive panel. Traditionally, the design of panels has been implicit in the deployed applications, rather than explicitly considered as digital artifacts. In addition, users must realize this implicit design manually by coding or configuring it on programming platforms, resulting in hampered and time-consuming control and analysis. Besides, current tools do not have a unified generation mechanism, which makes it difficult for cooperation. In this paper, we propose a unified framework Mod2Panel, which enables users to draw their interactive panel designs as models and can automatically generate interactive panels from these models. The models are described in a modeling language that involves structures, behaviors, layout, and parameters. Mod2Panel also provides a GUI-assisted editor for customization to fine-tune the generated panels and update their associated models. With the capabilities of Mod2Panel, users can unify prototyping, generation and deployment in this framework for purposes of operation and control. We evaluate its effectiveness and efficiency in applied case studies on complex control systems and system modeling, in which Mod2Panel successfully generates interactive panels to support control monitoring and system-level analysis. The operations in the generated panel systems demonstrate the effectiveness of Mod2Panel for real-world scenarios.
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1. Introduction

Over the past decades, interactive software has grown in importance as an ingredient of the real world. Comprehensive information visualization interfaces for models and data can aid users in creating reliable and responsible decision-making systems [3, 12]. Regardless of where they are or what they are doing, people are accustomed to using a range of interactive software components that facilitate the communication between humans and applications, such as communication applications, data analysis dashboards, vehicle navigation systems, or other devices with interfaces [10].

Human Computer Interaction (HCI) is widely used in real-world environments and typically combines several different academic fields [26], such as design, computing, psychology, and others. For modern systems, continuous and rapid adaption to users’ preferences is critical for a system’s success in the highly competitive market environment [20, 23]. For example, in current systems for engineering practice, to assure the proper design of complex physical systems, it is vital to develop a model-based system to eliminate implicit or informal specified inter-dependencies in documents. The ultimate goal is to offer tools for various types of system-level analysis and requirement validation. By displaying some features, such as traceability, incidents, and trends, the system instantly offers a useful signal for decision-making when people engage with it through interfaces.

An interface encapsulates a set of task-specific design intent and visual elements for particular users. The design intent behind the visualization techniques i.e., what information to convey or how to visualize it, is typically implicitly inside the mind of users as knowledge or habits. Although we find that current interfaces can work well for particular tasks and platforms, the design intent cannot be fully extracted as digital artifacts [7, 30]. That indicates that most interfaces are not intended for reusing or sharing across functional platforms. Meanwhile, because interfaces implicitly suggest different design intent, it is difficult to control their versions that are typically necessary for task-specific scenarios.

Traditionally, developing the interface of software can be roughly separated into two linked stages: design and implementation [8]. Designing an interface allows designers to define their design intent and personal knowledge such as appropriate visual layouts and effects, information architecture, and interaction style, while implementing the interface focuses on coding and testing inside a programming framework. Therefore, this developing pattern can be a laborious, time-consuming, and error-prone task in particular when users lack developer expertise.

Since they have access to their information systems, users frequently utilize interactive programming platforms like Configuration Software [33] for exploring and modeling data. Users may implement their design intent and ideas in those contexts in fact without worrying about the code specifics. However, they only offer a small collection of widgets and insufficient means of converting users’ designs to meaningful interfaces. For example, for system modeling, these environments can assist with tabular data analysis but lack representation techniques for system-level analysis and traceability. Moreover, another separate challenge is sharing the design intent of users and exchanging the output of the platforms, and then version-control it.

To address these issues, it is necessary to represent users’ design intent explicitly. Theoretically, the design intent may be turned into a model that has all the details on what to present and how to display it. Users can edit and share the model according to their preferences and do version control on the models. As a result, designers typically engage in an iterative process of summarizing their design intent into a model and subsequently translating it into particular interfaces. A model can be regarded as the skeleton of design intent that only lacks visual effects. The grammar and syntactic architecture of the skeleton serve as the foundation for an automated generation mechanism. Compared to manually creating them, automatically creating interfaces can result in a substantial reduction in effort. Typically, we use text to implement models. During the early prototype stage, collaboration and communication are made easier by a text-represented model. Designers may concretize, illustrate, and store their designs in a document by using suitable syntax. Some already-in-use tools [1, 14, 22, 34] demonstrate their capacity to transform models into illustrations of interface design. However,
er, they have not been widely applied to more complex applications, such as large-scale control systems with frequent interactions. This is due to the constraints of their design. This makes it highly challenging to accurately describe some key aspects of building interactive interfaces, such as geometric layout, interactions, parameters, and some other customization attributes, and extremely difficult to accommodate more generic circumstances.

In this paper, we introduce Mod2Panel: a design framework that makes it simple for users to condense their design needs into models, which is central to the framework. The reason why we refer to the term ‘Panel’ here rather than ‘Interface’ is to emphasize that the auto-generated interfaces follow a low coupling and high cohesion design practice. The proposed models are comprised of users’ design intent. By merging a gallery-based widget pool, an automated generating mechanism is established to generate interactive panels. In order to verify the correctness and matching of the models, Mod2Panel also offers a graphical editor so that users can edit the models by configuration and customization according to their needs. Every change will be persisted, which forms a continuous feedback loop. Mod2Panel is highly configurable, enabling users to customize what information to present, how to display it when to trigger interactions, where to obtain feedback signals from users, and who will receive data. This framework enables rapid development of prototypes and deployment of task-specific, model-driven interactive panels to validate and evaluate users’ design intent. Additionally, because of a high-level, model-based design of interaction concepts, Mod2Panel is also advantageous to users for focusing more on representation and visualization, as it supports individualizations concerning distinct scenarios and groups of users by customizing models using specialization and configuration.

We implement a Java Swing based version of Mod2Panel and use it to automatically generate thorough panels for different applications. We adopt this tool to train our system modeling group and control group that consists of more than 10 practitioners and conduct a series of user studies to experimentally evaluate Mod2Panel’s efficiency and effectiveness. We use Mod2Panel for system modeling because of their requirements for multi-level system analysis, which are subject to change quickly. For the control group, which has a high number of devices to monitor and control, auto-generated tools like Mod2Panel are more expected. Throughout case studies, we systematically select, gather, and human-aided compare more than 10 integrated panels. Our evaluation shows that Mod2Panel is capable of offering different types of visual elements and spatially layout them in a precise and reliable manner. After interviewing the participants, we can state that Mod2Panel can capture their distinct design intent and satisfy their requirements for system-level analysis and control.

The main contribution of this paper is as follows:

- Model-driven and task-specific visualizations derived from and updated with the grammar architecture of a proposed model language.
- An automatic generation mechanism is proposed based on the model syntax where various visual elements are combined and integrated to generate relevant panels.
- A graphical editor is provided to enable a continuous feedback loop to enhance the user’s design intent and persist it into models.
- We demonstrate our tool’s robust visual understanding across large-scale experiments and provide initial evidence of its usefulness by case studies.

2. Related Work

In this section, we detail some key literatures related to structured modeling languages, document data transfer and automatic generation mechanism, from which we are inspired to build our tool Mod2Panel for interactive interface construction.

2.1. Structured Modeling Language

Patterns and structured modeling languages provide hierarchy components and grammar for abstracting and modeling the visualization behaviors. Modeling languages have an increasing impact on HCI. It specifies how visualizations are constructed and how they are related to data. Initially, these languages are adopted by software engineers and system architects for the reuse of generic visual solutions to facilitate the transition from individual coding to models [2, 11]. Around the beginning of the 21st century, modeling languages have gradually entered the fields of HCI,
user experience [31], and organizational workflows [14]. Modeling languages adopt a series of formal representation methods to define important elements of a visual solution to provide a common template for implementing the solution.

To improve the quality and usability of visual design and interactions, many pattern catalogs and modeling languages have been developed [35]. Some UI pattern catalogs are discussed and compared by Deng [9]. The famous visualization library D3 [6] enables users to arrange their design intent and bind data into arbitrary document elements. With D3, designers can use a dynamic transform to both create and edit content, which improves the expressiveness and facilitates integration with other development tools. A structured approach is suggested by Märtin [22] both for structuring the hierarchical HCI pattern language and optimizing the selection of the needed patterns during development. Another approach from the perspective of software engineering using abstract models and atomic visual building blocks is designed by Seiger et al. [28]. This framework follows a basic class structure consisting of a variety of components which are usually software elements with predefined built-in interfaces and behaviors and all of which are interconnected with each other. Unfortunately, most of the aforementioned languages are not well organized to support pattern selection and other domain-specific design preferences.

Compared to the document-based and layer-based visualization schema of D3, Vega is a higher-level modeling language [27]. With the help of this tool, users can concentrate more on the visual effects and interaction design for data visualization. It provides a chart pool and each entity within it implements reusable and sharable interfaces that can automatically produce customizable visual effects. For modeling language, Vega has a JSON-based (JavaScript Object Notation) language as well and it generates low-level visual specifications that abstract more than data models, graphical marks, visual encodings, and other detailed specifications [20]. However, Vega places more emphasis on chart diagrams or data visualization. Although it can abstract users’ design intent and interact with each other in some protocols, it lacks capabilities like richer visual elements or additional types of interactions, making it unsuitable for comprehensive scenarios.

2.2. Document Data and Transfer

For data visualization, a good solution for data documentation and transmission must deal with the construction and deletion of document entities, not merely the style of existing nodes [6]. Most existing document manipulators, such as JavaScript libraries, CSS, or JQuery, only have the ability to identify a set of elements using simple predicates rather than adding or removing target elements according to the user’s design intent. That implies that JavaScript or JQuery cannot move design intent from modeling documents to visualizations or from visualizations to documents. Therefore, they are not suitable for complex or dynamic visualization tasks involving various transitions.

The eXtensible Markup Language (XML) is a remarkable standard for document data representation and exchange through WWW [5]. Extensible Style sheet Language Transformation (XSLT) [4] is another powerful tool for document transformation. Users can choose, remove, rearrange, or add more information to any XML document using XSLT to transform it into another document. Multiple DTDs in XML provide approaches for accessing, representing, or editing the document that is encoded according to the CES data architecture [16]. However, XSLT is only useful for simple transformation. It lacks mechanisms to capture design intent as well as tools for high-level visual abstractions.

2.3. Automated Interface Generation

Building high-quality applications in a respectable amount of time are the ultimate goal of software development. Achieving this goal has gotten increasingly difficult as project scale and complexity have grown significantly. Because of this, there is a surging demand for techniques for producing more high-quality products within less delivery time. During the initial design phase, aforementioned visual modeling languages can help shorten development time in given scenarios by providing modeling and model-checking mechanisms. In the following implementation phase, automatic code generation can be applied to produce executable software from high-level design models, which will further reduce delivery time and enhance the benefits of modeling and validating [15].

Most existing code generation approaches typically already address design intent modeling and code
Figure 1
An unrolled view of prototyping, validating and feedback loop

3. Problem Formulation and Usage Scenarios

We formulate the design-to-model-to-panel generation as a machine translation task. The input i to the machine translator at the design-to-model node is the design intent or ideas of designers, such as color themes, visual requirements, geometric layouts, etc. As shown in Fig. 1, for the input i, the machine translator should be able to “translate” i into a document described by a modeling language. Generally, the modeling document typically has a tree-hierarchical or semi-structured format and is composed of some container entity (non-leaf nodes) and atomic entity (leaf nodes). By this translator, the modeling documents can accurately reflect the design intent of a designer.

The input j to the machine translator at the node of model-to-panel can be regards the language translation by automatic generation mechanism combined a GUI framework. In the GUI framework language, its vocabulary is comprised of visual component names,
such as Layout, Label, Button, Table or Plot. All the vocabulary should adhere to the syntax both of the modeling language and GUI framework language. The automatic generation mechanism should be able to interpret the grammar of the structured modeling language by name inferring, parse them into an equivalent token sequence of components, and then replace them by the visual elements in the GUI framework. This is what the machine translation produced. In this work, we use depth-first traversal (DFT) to enclose all the contained components in the model.

3.1. Conceptual Framework

As depicted in Fig. 1, we present an unrolled view of modeling and panel creation workflow, which explains the entire ‘pipeline’ from converting user’s design to generated interactive panels. In this view, control engineers, data scientists, and UI designers are three types of users that are used as examples. All of them are very concerned about interface generation and user experience feedback. The control engineer is aware of which equipment need to be continuously monitored and which monitoring-related data is useful. They also want to deal with invalid data issues. The data scientist concerns about what types of data should be displayed and their relationships with each other. Sometimes they are not the end users of the generated panels. Similarly, the designer typically collects requirements from final users and determines visual techniques and interactive effects. They are all involved into an iterative model explanation and refinement. However, due to individualization, they have different demands on the final interfaces. Thus, users sometimes change their design rapidly in the feedback loop even for the same requirement and they also wish to version-control these changes.

In general, with these iterative processes, users may be able to describe their design intent in a unified modeling language and translate that model into interactive panels. Users are able to avoid hard-coded implementation during design phase and receive immediate feedback to enhance their design. With aided by the framework, all practitioners can focus more on design and rapidly prototype their designs, and version control all changes.

3.2. Usage Scenario in Control Systems

To understand how Mod2Panel is used to support preliminary design, refinement from feedback, and automatically generate final panels in term of distinct roles in development groups, consider the following usage scenario: Eva is a director in a control group of a large scientific facility and she seeks to create a variety of visual panels to display key indicators that can reflect the health level of the facility. Alex is an ordinary control engineer in the maintenance team. His primary responsibility is to monitor all of the physical properties of an equipment in the facility. Both of them are aware that Mod2Panel is designed to handle the challenges met by Eva and Alex and can help them convert their design knowledge and intent into operational visual panels.

Preliminary Design. The first thing Eva and Alex need to do in the preliminary phase is to inspect their control requirements by themselves. They can also consider individualization in this phase. Due to job responsibilities, Eva pays more attention to the macro indicators of the facility in a horizontal direction. She checks up on crucial devices in a Location/Family/Facility/Device manner. She is not very interested in specific devices of a facility, while Alex inspects his equipment in a detailed vertical way i.e., Equipment/Device/Part/Unit. The preliminary design aims to convey Eva’s and Alex’s design intent based on their domain knowledge, such as visualization techniques, visual widgets, layout, color theme, and also interactions. During this phase, they are also allowed to communicate with other engineers for consulting their suggestions. This is the embryonic form of their initial model of design intent. Overall Eva and Alex’s work on Mod2Panel is depicted in Fig. 2. The design intent reflecting the task knowledge and concept knowledge of control engineers is captured in modeling phase. Then, the models is input into the automatic visualization mechanism to generate final panels. The feedback from the GUI-driven editor is helpful for refinement and all changes will be version controlled.

Modeling and Refinement. After reviewing the design intent and deciding what and how to display information, Eva and Alex develop a variety of versions of their initial designs and then they can use manual, semi-automatical, or automatical ways to model their ideas by the proposed modeling language. In this phase, as they need to bridge the modeling language and the relevant widgets in the given UI framework, Eva and Alex should be completely conversant in the language’s grammar as well as, to a lesser extent, the
external UI framework. Moreover, Eva and Alex can consult the authors and look at ideas with features similar to their existing design. If they find a decent predefined sample, they may simply import it and use it as a template to quickly prototype their idea. However, if they find a sample that is not as good as the others, Eva and Alex could update their design intent. This refinement process enables intent-driven exploration of Eva and Alex’s modeling.

**Automatic Visualization.** Towards the end of the design, the visualization model is directly input to the automated generation mechanism. This mechanism first scans the model document and then parses it in DFT and generates the final panels using the specified UI framework, i.e., JQuery or JavaSwing. This process of development is much faster than starting from scratch. Eva and Alex might be interested in certain functions of an equipment in the facility. Both of them are involved into an iterative model exploration, they have different demands on the final visualization, they have different demands on the final model of design intent. The modeling language in Mod2Panel provides users with a visualization-oriented abstract specification that defines what information can be visualized and how it can be presented. Using this language, Mod2Panel can fully capture the user’s design intent, abstract it into a model, and persist it in a certain format. Upon the models, Mod2Panel provides an automatic mechanism to generate the final panels. Moreover, the model created by the language fully recovers the user’s design requirement and can perform distributed collaboration, backup, and version control. From the perspective of data abstraction, the language can facilitate the user’s design process, enabling them to save effort and focus more on design. On the other hand, the model-driven approach helps developers get out of the hard-coding development mindset, reduces the complexity of UI development, and increases productivity and creativity.

Although UI and interface are frequently used in real-world practices, they involve more than just the arrangement of various visual entities, i.e., buttons, tables, and charts. They also involve multidisciplinary aspects, such as design and psychology. As our end
users are usually control engineers and modeling ana-
lyzers, we firstly try to integrate Mod2Panel into their
design sessions and conceptualize the implications of
prototypes. After that, the meta-models and models
are designed for Mod2Panel.

4.2. Meta-Model

Meta-model defines the language for specifying mod-
els [13]. After inspecting further visualization re-
quirements of end users, the modeling language we
designed should consist of three levels: the layout,
the widgets, and the interactions. The widgets here
are the center of the language which should also ad-
here to some UI framework for rendering. Widgets
are visual entities such as buttons, tables, graphs, and
other self-developed controls. Their properties and
attributes also can be configured during the entire life
circle. Layout decides what goes inside and how to or-
ganize them. The interactions usually provide inter-
faces for initiating actions and data coupling.

Like the Meta-Model Mechanism of UML, which is
based on a four-level meta-modeling architecture
[29], we design a three-level meta-model mechanism
for Mod2Panel. Fig. 3 depicts the meta-model archi-
tecture proposed for Mod2Panel. They are:

- **Panel** is the top container that contains a
  variety of Widgets. The Panel class contains the
  following attributes: name, author, description,
  showToolTips, fullScreenMode, address, and
  children list. Author is actually the names of the
  creators, and name is used as a unique indicator of
  the panel in the software.

ShowToolTips is a boolean value for deciding
whether to show tooltips when the mouse is over
widgets and fullScreenMode determines whether
to be in a full-screen mode. Address is reserved for
distributed control applications. Children is a list
of widgets in the panel that are its children.

- **Widget** is the atomic building block of visualization
  rendering. It functions as the core part of the meta-
  model mechanism. As aforementioned, the widget
  here should have a close relationship with the
  widgets of a specific UI framework. It is typically
  a picture, button, table, or text. We associate a
  layout with widgets. It determines the visual level
  hierarchy for them, describing where the widgets
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Meta-model and model structure for Mod2Panel
are located and how to render them. A widget also contains interactions.

- **Interactions.** We only offer interactivity at the widget level. The Interaction class describes what types of interactions are employed by this widget and some detailed configurable properties, i.e., the sender widget and the receiver widget.

### 4.3. Model

Within our proposed development approach, modeling is used as means to alleviate the complexity of model-driven interface generation. This approach should provide pre-assembled building blocks that can be used for domain and UI model construction. Therefore, it is essential to specify the modeling process in a uniform and machine-readable manner and feed their attributes and properties with desired data and interactions. Another important aspect is that it must be possible to compose the building blocks manually or automatically. In this paper, we adopt XML (the eXtensible Markup Language) [26] to represent the modeling specification. As a language, XML is commonly used to structure data for storage, interchange, and transportation. By using XML syntax and the aforementioned meta-model, we can formulate the modeling representation. Users can accurately assemble models based on their requirements and convey their design intent into them using XML.

For more clarity, we show a comprehensive example in Fig. 4 from a control scenario of a large-scale facility that elaborates details the design and auto-generation of the three-level hierarchy meta-model structure. The left is a sample model structure for all widgets and properties, the panel framer is the generator for the panel container, the widget generator is for location arrangement and visual rendering, and interaction binding is the specifications for interactions. The layout generator and widget configuration are combined in the widget generator. Interaction generator should also work in widgets.

### 4.4. Automated Panels Rendering and Graphical Editor

When the modeling documents have been established, we propose to render the UI panels in a top-down way due to the restrictions of data coupling between different widgets. This automated generation mechanism enables users to render the specified panel.
els by the models rapidly to validate, refine and improve their designs. At first, Panel Framer extracts the definition of panels to render the current panel which is the top container of all widgets in the model. The Layout Generator reads out the model elements at the widget level, especially location and bound properties, to locate each widget. The Widget Generator also reads out the widget level information, mainly the attributes and properties, to render the widgets within a certain UI framework. Similarly, the Interaction Generator reads the configurations about interactions for event triggers and data coupling.

Fig. 5 describes the overview pipeline of the panel rendering composition mechanism in detail. It takes the established models as input and adapts the external UI framework to create the component hierarchy structure.

As mentioned above, Fig. 5 shows four visual interpreters of Mod2Panel. Here we describe them in detail.

**Panel Framer** reads the predefined information of panel-level model. Since panel is the top container in a model, it does not require any layout generator.

**Layout Generator** mainly concerns about the locations and bounds of each widget defined in the model. According to the widget-level information, it determines the locations and size of a widget. If there is overlap, the incoming widgets should be placed below the outgoing ones.

**Widget Generator** is the center of the automated rendering mechanism. It transforms the widget-level models into renderable UI widgets together with detailed configurations, such as the color definitions, the functions, or the icons.

**Interaction Generator** primarily manages the interactions for event triggers based on the interaction-related configurations. For example, if the interaction is about opening a new window when clicking a button. When the user clicks the specified button, another new panel will be opened which is defined by its corresponding XML file.

We are all aware that the tremendous complexity, heterogeneity, and dynamic of the environment lead to constant changes in designs. It leads to the fact that the generated panels from the original model sometimes fail to reflect the original designer’s intentions. In this subsection, we provide a graphical editor so that users may visually improve their designs. With the help of this tool, users can create an iterative improvement feedback loop that closely matches their design intent. This graphical tool help users create task-specific and individual panels in particular use cases. Fig. 6 describes this graphical editor which has four sub-windows. The first sub-window in the center position is Editor Area. It contains a design-time view of the panel generated by the current model. The widgets in this panel can be visualized during design time. On the left is Component Inspector which hierarchically displays all the widgets in the current model. Users can navigate all widgets with this tool. On the upper right is the component Palette. From this widget pool, users can add a new element to the mod-

**Figure 5**
Automatic composition pipeline of Mod2Panel
el, and drag and drop the widget to relocate and resize. On the bottom right is the Properties configuration table. It shows all the editable setting parameters for the currently active widget. In this table, users can select configuration interaction to start to customize and choose visualization techniques to set up visualization and interaction parameters.

By this tool, users can roughly add elements, resize, relocate and configure them. For detailed visual effects, manual editing is inevitable. Due to the three-level hierarchy language architecture, Mod2Panel provides configuration tools through this basic graphical editor for widgets at different levels, even for the ones in other containers.

5. Evaluation

In this section, we describe the methodology of our study, the feedback from the participants in the case and the results we draw from the feedback. We use the results to quantify the efficiency and effectiveness of Mod2Panel in real-world situations.

5.1. User Study

In order to verify the intuitiveness of our workflow and the usability of Mod2Panel, we conducted a variety of user studies with two separate user groups. The scenarios we used in the use cases were complex control-oriented systems mainly for monitoring (in Germany) and modeling level analysis for highly interactions (in China), simulating a real-world environment. The study aims to understand where the system can be improved and whether the necessary task-specific features for real-world scenarios have been covered by the framework.

Methodology and Study Design. We know that each user has different technical and aesthetic priorities. In order to avoid this type of discrepancy, we decide to adopt similar approaches to pair analytics studies [17], allowing each participant to inject their individual design intent into both the control system and modeling system. We trained nine pairs of participants and ensure that they fully learned how to use Mod2Panel. The target participants were requirement analysis users (RA), model developer (MD) and maintenance staff (MS), among which model developers are mainly responsible modeling and generate the final panels. Each study consists of three phases: a quick introduction to the real-world requirements, construction of panels and then a semi-structured review for their user experience. All participants are asked to properly transfer their design intent into models by communication and thinking, taking as much time as they want. The second phase is to use Mod2Panel to realize their design intent. The final phase is to collect their comments, complains, or anything else that reflects the discrepancy between their...
initial expectation and the final panels. After three phases are finished, all participants swap their roles, i.e., the control group will evaluate the usability of the modeling system under the guidance of all members of modeling group, and vice versa. All user studies are recorded by technical staff.

**Participants.** We chose the 18 participants from two different user groups, who were working in the control systems and modeling level analysis respectively. For RA, we asked 3 pairs of engineers to take charge of three distinct subsystems. For MD, we chose 3 pair of engineers with academic background of computer science, who have worked long time in the field of control and modeling analysis. And for MS, we invited 3 pairs of maintenance engineering from the two groups. All participants were currently working in the two groups and one female participant must be involved in RA, MD and MS.

**Tasks.** Two out of three participants were working with control systems, while the rest of participants must join the tasks of modeling analysis, because control system was more complex and required more manpower. All the participants were guided through the interactions along the task requirement understanding, modeling and refinement from the feedback of other co-participant.

5.2. User Feedback

In this subsection, we describe and analyze the feedback received from the participants during the involved three phases (requirement analysis and abstract modeling, design intent extraction and development, refinement and panel re-generation). We noticed that all participants must join all these phases, not just finishing their own job, and gave the comments (positive and negative, need to make a human-assist statistics and analysis) based on their user experience.

**Requirement Analysis and Abstract Modeling.** Requirement analysis is the collection process of control- and modeling-related development. During this period, the participants tried to make the outcome of the requirement analysis practical, thorough, and reflect the real-world scenarios. Meanwhile, they were also allowed to refer to existing models and then finished their abstract models in the modeling language which only contained the skeleton of visual widgets. In this phase, when the participants were asked about their expected user experience for Mod2Panel, the most frequent answers were modeling simplicity, model quality monitoring, improvement of abstraction, and design intent transferring, as depicted in Fig. 7.

![Figure 7](image)

Figure 7

Subjective results of user feedback in requirement analysis and abstract modeling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Easy to Build Abstract Model</td>
<td>⬤⬤⬤⬤⬤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitor the Quality of the Models</td>
<td>⬤⬤⬤⬤⬤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve an Abstract Model</td>
<td>⬤⬤⬤⬤⬤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justify Design Intent in Models</td>
<td>⬤⬤⬤⬤⬤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matching of Models to Requirement</td>
<td>⬤⬤⬤⬤⬤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understand Design Intent</td>
<td>⬤⬤⬤⬤⬤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show a Simple Graphical Layout</td>
<td>⬤⬤⬤⬤⬤</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Within our framework, this can be seen as an example of the expressiveness and scalability of the modeling language. Besides that, due to dynamic requirements, participants were still concerned about whether it was easy or not to edit the abstract models and the close matching between design intent and the models. During this phase, we have noticed that the requirement analysis staff was mainly concerned about the layout and fundamental components of panels rather than the details of widgets. From the comments, we found that the control group was not satisfied with the skeleton visualization of the graphical editor. They complained that the skeleton only was represented by a variety of rectangles, which were meaningless for design. MD and MS also suggested adding more widgets for data visualization.

**Design Intent Extraction and Development.** Each panel has captured a set of design intent, reflecting the participants’ knowledge about control and modeling analysis. The abstract models from the phase of Requirement Analysis and Abstract Modeling are mainly about visual skeleton without detailed configuration parameters. In order to make sure that the process of creating panels could cover the design intent of all practitioners, we followed a predefined procedure to precisely extract the design intent. First, all participants in the first phase who were involved with the requirement analysis should also participate in this phase. They explained all the pan-
els one by one. If the developers in this phase faced challenges, they ought to explain, especially the potential design parameters, such as color theme, the content of labels, and tables. Then, the developers enriched the models in the modeling language and generated the final panels. Finally, all the participants should check and confirm that all data and parameters were correctly distinguished. During this phase, RA was satisfied with added visual effects that made their designs more colorful and meaningful. MD and MS staff were mainly concerned about the richness of the widget pool and the expressiveness of details of the design intent. Most of the feedback was positive, as shown in Fig. 8. However, due to the constraints of Mod2Panel, part of the plots or charts were not supported. Mod2Panel provides various plots for data trends, not for data classification, such as PieChart and BarChart.

**Figure 8**
Subjective results of user feedback in design intent extraction and development

- **Refinement and Panels Reconstruction.** After the generation of panels in the second phase, the MS staff should use them in real control systems and modeling level analysis systems, and confirmed with RA to make sure that the design intent of RA was captured as much as possible and visualized the models as closely as possible in the panels.
- The MD staff examined the original abstract models and result of requirement analysis, and then enriched the XML described models.
- The MD staff version controlled these models in a certain repository, such as database or Git.
- The MD staff generated panels according to the models.

**Figure 9**
Subjective results of user feedback in refinement and panels reconstruction

- The RA, MD and MS staff examined and checked the panels and compared them with the original design intent.
- The MD iteratively kept improving the models by GUI-aided editor to make the models better.

During the refinement and reconstruction phase, the feedback and design intent was somewhat mixed. Participants’ personalities and aesthetic preferences varied. Some of them may have quite high hopes, suggestions, and aspirations. They wanted to refine the models in some ways, such as adding more widgets, modifying parameters, or changing plots, as depicted in Fig. 9. Moreover, some of the participants were doubtful. Although they did not question the usability of this tool, but rather the proficiency, because Mod2Panel sometimes is a little redundant to achieve the design objective.

**Demo-panels of Exemplary Scenarios.** A set of panels have been developed by the proposed Mod2Panel framework in the context of control systems and modeling level analysis. Here we noticed that when the case studies were conducted, some CAE applications and numerical simulations were still under construction. So the panels of modeling analysis were not so perfect and colorful. However, it had no impact on the effectiveness of Mod2Panel. The construction result of control systems can be found in Fig. 10. These representative panels are mainly related to macro-controls which are more colorful and visually attractive. The panels from the modeling analysis group are described in Fig. 11. The demo panels show that the generated panels by Mod2Panel framework represent the design intent of practitioners and have an appearance with aesthetic functions combined with layout, colors, and visual effects.
5.3. Lessons Learned and Future Work

Generally, the feedback from all participants was positive. Nevertheless, the participants also suggested some complementary ideas for Mod2Panel during the use studies. One of the main complaints about Mod2Panel was its complex representation in XML of the model structure. They suggested using a more abstract and highly expressive approach to represent models. Another significant point was interaction binding. Only some complicated widgets supported distributed protocol or HTTP based data coupling. This meant if we input data into these types of widgets, we should implement the corresponding interfaces on the server side, otherwise, they could not receive data. Some requirement analyzers suggested that an additional meta-modeling GUI editor should be extended for them because the current GUI tool was too complicated. This meta-modeling tool should only aim at skeleton modeling that could be used to create better design interfaces. Finally, some more visual widgets should be included in the framework. This could be achieved by a way to open sourcing the widget pool to other developers. A fur-
ther extension could make this tool suitable for more advanced analysis and control tasks.

Next, we are going to conduct more studies in more scenarios to identify different requirements of users with respect to their special tasks. By doing this, we want to improve the functionality and usability of Mod2Panel. When we get further findings, we will enhance our modeling language, for example, converting from XML to JSON for better abstraction, or supporting more open source widget libraries. In addition, in order to use the saved models as templates to reduce the need for time-consuming and manual collection, in the future we will create a rule-based or machine learning-based mechanism to capture users’ behaviors and patterns to recommend models for particular users. Users can quickly edit these recommended models to generate their own versions.

6. Conclusion

This paper proposed Mod2Panel, a framework for model-driven automated generation of interactive panels, which can capture the theoretical and practical knowledge of users as well as their design intent. Using this framework, users can rapidly model, prototype and produce interactive panels for the purposes of control or analysis. Mod2Panel contains three fundamental stages. First, the modeling language is designed to help users in summarizing their design intent and converting it into an understandable format that can be backed up and version controlled. Second, an automatic visualization composition mechanism is provided to generate operational panels. Users can benefit from prototyping and validating their designs. Finally, a GUI-assisted tool aids users iteratively enhancing and improving their designs. Mod2Panel is evaluated in a variety of user studies. The result of the evaluations shows that Mod2Panel can abstract and visually show the designs in real-world scenarios.
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